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Obo huna ha idio.

Drink plenty of water.
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Ro epu-muhoi ovoru'o.

Wash your hair.
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Preface:

This is a Shell Book. A Shell Book has pictures and text 

that you can use to make a book in your language. 

Making many shell books will help to build up your 

Vernacular Library so that many people in your 

community can learn to read and enjoy reading all 

different kinds of stories. This shell book may be 

translated into other languages but credit must be 

given to the original authors and illustrators. Learning 

to read in your own language first gives you the skill 

that you need so you can learn to read in other 

languages too!

The Urama language is a dialect of the Northeast 

Kiwaian language family, and is spoken in the delta 

area of Gulf Province of PNG. This book is intended for 

Level A readers.



Ro giri oru'o.

Brush your teeth.
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Ro umai ovoru'o.

Wash your sores.
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Ro tui oru'o.

Wash your hands.
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Ro tamai oru'o.

Wash your body.
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Ro hipurai ivoru'o.

Wash your clothes.
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